




1350 are the first Umbro’s lifestyle shoes launched, the first shoes
where the STUDS are NOT NEEDED, the first shoes that take the advantage
of the spare time and are not focused just in the 90 minutes of a football match.

That’s why now the STUDS don’t know what to do with all this time:
they feel abadoned, their lives have no meaning,
without the shoe they are nothing!
The new Umbro campaign focuses the attention on the emotional
feelings of all of these studs left lonely.
They are depressed, frustrated, out of game. So they try to spend this endless 
time with all the sort of expedients or abandoning theirselves to depression. 

At the same time the shoes can finally feel free to do all the things
that are not pretty related to the football match and walk comfortably
on all the kind of surfaces.
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Oversized studs will be placed in the busiest areas of the cities.
As in the campaing, they will act like they are in adandoned,
needy, desperate conditions.
A red mark on their top will link to the Umbro’s 1350 lifestyle shoes launch.


